Quilting: Easy Table Runner

Location: WITC-Superior  
Entrance: 
Instructor: Barbara McDaniel

Supply List for the first day of class:

Supplies Needed:
- 2 Fat Quarters, coordinating or contrast colors
- Sewing machine
- Power stripe if needed for plugging in machine
- Rotary cutter/scissors
- Thread to match fabric
- Cutting mat preferably (if you have one)
- 1/3 yard batting
- 1/3 yard backing/scrappy or left over fabric

Start up for basic sewing/beginning quilting. General “How-to” information
- Learn terminology
- How to use rotary cutter and rulers

Two fat quarters will make three blocks that are sewn into a table runner approximately 12” x 36”.
Each block maybe left separate and make three table mats. There should be enough fabric for the
tops and binding. The batting can be either regular cotton quilt batting or “Insul-brite” for pot holders.

First class: terminology and cutting, possibly start the sewing

Second class: Sewing pieces together, deciding if one runner or singular mats. Making the
“sandwiches”.

Third class: Making the sandwiches and quilting. Finish at home with binding instructions if needed.